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SOl\iE CHARACTERIZATIONS OF COMPLETELY REGULAR SEMIGROUPS' 

By S. Lajos 

Let S be a semigroup. A subsemigroup A of S is said to be (1, 2)-ideal of S 

if ASA2CA (cf. [2J). S is said to be completely regμ1 ar if it is the union or 
disjoint groups. It is known that a semigroup S is completely regular if and 

only if aεasi for every element a in S. The author [4J proved that S is , 

9 
completely regular if and only if ASA~=A for every (1. 2)-ideal A of S. 1n [5J 

some further characterizations are given in terms of (1. 2)-ideals. 

The main result úf this short note is contained in the following theorem. 

THEOREM 1. Foγ a semz·grozφ S the following conditions are equivalent 

(A) S is completely regular. 

(B) The set 12(S) 01 all (1, 2)-ideals 01 S is a band μlith respect to set prodμct. 

(C) Tlze collection 12(S) 01 all (1, 2)-ideals 01 S is a completely regular 

semigroup with 1’ espect to set product. 

PROOF. (A) implies (B). Let S be a completely regular semigroup, and A, 
Bε12(S). First we show that ABε12(S). By making use the criterion ment

ioned above, we obtain (ABi=ABA (BSB2)CABSB
2
=AB, and (AB)S(ABi= 

2 
=ABSABA(BSB~)CA(BSB~)=AB. Another criterion of the author [5J gives 

that every (1, 2)-ideal of S is globally idempotent. Thus the set 12(S) is a 

band with respect to the ordinary set product. 

Evidently (B) implies (C). 

Finally, we show that (C) implies (A). Suppose that S is a semigroup with 

completely regular multiplicative semigroup of (1, 2)-ideals. Then, for every 

element A of 12(S) , there exists X in 12(S) such thta AXA2=A. Hence it 
2_" "...,,, 2_.. ~'I ,.. ..........2 follows that A=AXA~CASA~CA. Therefore ASA" =A for every (1, 2)-ideal A 

of S, whence S is completely regular (cf. Theorem 2 in [4J). 

THEOREM 2. A semigroup S is completely regular zï and only zï every pr쩌

ctψal (1, 2)-ideal 01 S has a right identity eleηzent. 

PROOF. The necessity follows from Theorem 2 in [.허 • Sufficiency. If e is;, 
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a right identity of <a) (1, 2) then we have ae=a. On the other hand, e=a, 
2 , ._~1 

a-, or ata“ where tεs'. In each cases it follows that a is completely regular 
2 3 2. 2 '. , . _ ~l 

because of a=ae=t, a , or a ta with tεS". This holds for every element a 

of S, and thus the semigroup S is completely regular, indeed. 

The following theorems can be proved similarly. 

THEOREM 3. A semigroz，φ S is completely regμ1 ar z/ and onl y zf every prin

czþal (1,l) -ideal of S has a 1ζft identity element. 

THEOREM 4. A semigrozψ S is the zmion of groups zf and only zf ,every pγ쩌

czþal (0,2)-ideal of S can be geηerated by an ideηzpotent element of S. 

COROLLARY. A regzelar semigrozep S is coηzPletely regμlar zf and only zf 

eνery þrùzcφal (0, 2)-ideal of S is a prùzcψal left zaeal of S. 
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